
 

 

 

 

 

Minutes of Neighbourhood Plan group meeting held at Pine Grove, 

Lickey on Tuesday 25th April 2017 at 7.30pm 

1. Apologies were received from Isabel Roberts, Janet King and Jill Harvey 

 

Present: Nick Forknell, Keith Duncan, Roger Westbury, Margaret Hanrahan, Lisa 

Winterbourn and Helen Doherty (EO)  

 

2. The Minutes of meeting held on 13th March were approved. 

3. First Draft Neighbourhood Plan – actions from previous meeting  

Consultation 

CH will use their forthcoming Annual Assemblies to promote the Plan and the events 

on 24th June. LBPC Assembly had around 30 residents attend.  

Venues to be booked on SATURDAY 24TH JUNE, ideally as follows (HD) 

10am- 12 Trinity Centre 

1-3pm Cofton Hackett Village Hall 

4-6pm The Wheel 

Wednesday 28th 6-8pm – either Trinity or Wheel as evening option) 

The Consultation will close on FRIDAY 14TH JULY 

Other publicity around these events 

Both Parish Newsletters 

‘A’ frame to be taken to each venue. NF to confirm size & HD to get poster 

Flyer with details of why NP is important and directing to website - HD 

Also, see if questionnaire can be filled in and sent on line - HD 

For next stage, may consider incentivising the response 

 

DRAFT POLICY NE1 GEODIVERSITY 

JH to liaise with the Geochamps and suggest a policy – CARRY OVER.  



 

 

COUNTRY PARK                                                                                                                           

JH will also liaise with Steve Hinton, head ranger, about writing a specific policy for 

the Country Park and referencing the Management Plan. Also, ascertain the current  

degree of protection so we can state this – CARRY OVER 

 

 

DRAFT POLICY NE2 LOCAL LANDSCAPE CHARACTER 

NF is working on Maps  

Awaiting photographs from JK  

RW to provide photos of various viewpoints from the Stocken 

 

DRAFT POLICY BD1 BARNT GREEN CONSERVATION AREA 

IR has sent details provided by Mary Worsfold, BDC Conservation Officer so that 

there is consistency between this and Barnt Greens Plans. 

Wording to be reviewed and added JH/JK 

 

DRAFT POLICY NE1 GEODIVERSITY 

JH to liaise with the Geochamps and suggest a policy. NB Minerals issues can not be 

included as outside the scope of the Plan. 

DRAFT POLICY BD2 ENCOURAGING HIGH QUALITY DESIGN 

Character Appraisal work needs to be pulled together and Character Areas identified 

Eg 1970’s/80’s estates -Blackwell and Pine Grove area 

Consider scale/height of buildings, materials/densIty/landscape etc and include 

maps which have been done by groups and photographs 

RW & KD to look at Cofton and others L&B  

It was agreed that this work should be added as an appendix to the main document 

but they should be used in the Consultations 

 

It was agreed that we should have another draft available prior to the consultations. 

HD to see how long Louise would need to make amends and how long IR would need 

to get some copies printed, then circulate a date where all outstanding copy and 

photos are required 

 

4. Update on Finance 

Underspend of grant must be repaid and new grant applied for at next stage. This 

Cheque for £ £2,473.53 was signed along with other cheques for printing 

 

 

5. Next meeting date Monday 17th July 2pm at The Wheel 

 


